
 

BEFORE THE VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 
   Andhra Pradesh & Telangana 

:: Present :: 

C. Ramakrishna 

Date: 18-11-2014 

Appeal No. 99 of 2013 

 

Between 

Sri. K. Satyanarayana, Proprietor, Vijaya Sudha Crusher, H.No.29-36-38, 

Museum Road, Vijayawada , Krishna District  

... Appellants 

And 

1. The AAO/ERO/APSPDCL/Ibrahimpatnam  

2. The AE/Operation/APSPDCL/Ibrahimpatnam 

3. The ADE/Operation/APSPDCL/Ibrahimpatnam 

4. The DE/Operation/Rural/APSPDCL/Vijayawada 

5. The SAO/Operation/APSPDCL/Vijayawada 

… Respondents 

 

The above appeal filed on 02-09-2013 has come up for final hearing            

before the Vidyut Ombudsman on 13-11-2014 at Vijayawada. The appellant,          

as well as respondents 1 to 5, except respondent 4 above were present.             

Having considered the appeal, the written and oral submissions made by the            

appellant and the respondents, the Vidyut Ombudsman passed the following:  
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AWARD 

 

2. The appeal arose out of the complaint of the consumer about raising            

back billing demand against his service connection. The appellant was          

aggrieved by the order of the CGRF as it had not given him the relief that he                 

was seeking. 

 

3. The appellant stated in his appeal that he is having an LT III              

connection for his stone crusher; that the respondent ADE served on him a             

letter stating that his service was inspected on 17-11-2008 and that it was             

found during the inspection that an additional load of 12.33 HP was            

connected; that the additional load so detected needs to be regularized by            

paying an amount of Rs. 32,750/-; that on receipt of the said letter, his              

representative approached the authorities, contested the detection and        

demanded reinspection; that in spite of his request, the re-inspection was not            

done at that time; that while things were at this stage, on 25-02-2012, he              

received another letter from the respondent AAO requiring him to pay Rs.            

3,77,321/- towards shortfall on his service for the period from 1/2010 to            

2/2012 on the ground that there was an audit objection; that he could hardly              

understand the calculations made in the audit objection; that however, on his            

request this time, the respondents made an inspection of his premises on            

27-11-2012; that at the time of inspection, it was noticed that the ADE was              

not having any equipment to note the capacity of the motors existing at the              

premises; that therefore, he objected to the inspection and the result of the             

inspection is consequently invalid; that as the respondents have been pressing           

for the payment, he approached the CGRF and the CGRF had rejected his             

complaint; that in rejecting his complaint, the CGRF had not followed           
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principles of natural justice; that as per General Terms and Conditions of            

Service (“GTCS” henceforth), the inspection report has to be in the format            

mentioned at Appendix IV A but was not prepared accordingly; that the            

signature of the consumer has to be obtained on the inspection report, but             

was not obtained; that at no point in time the connected load is more than               

74.67 HP; that he had paid the amounts earlier in 2009 under threat of              

disconnection; that at no point in time, has his consumption suggested a            

connected load of more than 75 HP; that under no circumstances, can his             

service be treated as an HT connection; that in the notice dated 27-09-2008,             

nowhere was a mention that the category of his connection falls under HT             

made; that the respondent AAO has been issuing CC bills every month under             

LT category only since then; that raising shortfall demand saying that he is             

liable to pay charges calculated at HT rates is against the principles of natural              

justice; that even the period of shortfall was taken as 26 months as against 6               

months maximum that is provided for back billing cases; that the respondents            

have not afforded him an opportunity to explain why he is not liable to pay               

the Rs. 3,77,321/- being demanded of him; that therefore, the re-inspection           

has to be done with proper technical meters to arrive at the actual connected              

load; that therefore, the demand of Rs. 3,77,321/- raised on him needs to be              

set aside.  He enclosed a copy of the letter issued by the respondent AAO. 

 

4. The appellant also filed an additional representation on 17-10-2013         

stating that the CGRF had failed to follow Regulation 1 of 2004; that the CGRF               

failed to examine the fact that the inspection report consequent to the            

inspection done on 17-11-2008 was not served on the appellant; that the            

respondents have not regularized the additional load found consequent to the           

inspection dated 17-11-2008 at all; that in the absence of certain documents            
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cited by him (12 in all) he is denied an opportunity of appealing to the               

Ombudsman and defending his case; and that as he is not accepting the             

orders of the CGRF, pending finalization of the appeal, the orders of the             

CGRF may be stayed.  

 

5. Notices were issued for hearing the matter. The respondent AAO filed           

his written submissions stating that appellant’s service was billed under LT III            

with a connected load of 74.67 HP upto 08/2009; that additional load of 13              

HP was added from 09/2009; that based on the inspection done by the DE,              

DPE wing, the ADE raised the demand for regularizing the additional load and             

that the same was accordingly paid for by the appellant; that in 02/2012,             

internal audit found that the service is not being billed at HT rates and hence               

pointed out that back billing demand should be raised from 01/2010 to            

02/2012 in accordance with the tariff orders; that the appellant was           

accordingly asked to pay the amount of Rs. 3,77,321/- and the amount was             

included in the CC bill of 03/2012; and that the appellant has been contesting              

payment of this amount. The respondent AAO also enclosed lot of material            

along with his reply. He also enclosed the details of recorded maximum            

demand of the consumer for the period 01/2010 to 7/1/2012 in his reply. He              

also filed copies of the amendment made to the GTCS by the Ho’ble             

Commission on 31-5-2014 to argue that they can back bill a consumer for the              

entire period during which the reclassification is required.  

 

6. The matter was heard at length on various occasions. During the           

course of the hearing, the appellants and the respondents confirmed what           

they stated in writing and brought in some additional arguments which will be             

discussed below. The key points that arose for consideration in this appeal            
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are: 

a. Whether or not the back billing demand raised, for the period           

01/2010 to 02/2012 by the respondents is correct and legal;          

and  

b. Whether or not the CGRF’s order is liable to be set aside in this              

case. 

 

7. It is not in dispute that the service was originally released under LT             

Category III by the respondents after due process. The nature of business            

being carried out by the appellant has not undergone a change from            

inception. The appellant brought the inspection done on 17-11-2008 into          

picture in this appeal to point out that the additional load detected on             

17-11-2008 was not regularized and that the detection itself is not sustainable            

in view of the fact that the inspection report was not served on the appellant.               

He also stressed that the respondents have not regularized the additional load            

consequent to the inspection. Thus, he argues that the load of his service has              

always been 74.67 HP since inception and has never crossed this limit.  

 

8. There are certain flaws in the arguments being advanced by the           

appellant in this regard. The inspection was done on 17-11-2008. A perusal            

of the inspection report reveals that the inspection was done in the presence             

of his representative. The appellant admits that the inspection was no doubt            

done in the presence of his representative, but that it was not served on him               

as required by law. From a copy of the inspection report that was furnished              

by the respondents, it appears that the inspection report was not served on             

the appellant. This is a mistake on the part of the respondent officer who              

conducted the inspection. He ought to have served a copy of the inspection             
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report on the consumer soon after the inspection in his or his representative’s             

presence. But the points that cannot escape the attention of this authority in             

this regard are: 

a. The appellant is bringing in a contest about the inspection done           

on 17-11-2008 at so late a stage. The very first time that he             

raised a contest about the inspection is before this authority.          

No material was produced by the appellant before this         

authority to show that he did raise a contest about this           

detection and adding of additional load to his contracted load.          

On the contrary, he admitted during the hearings that he paid           

the regularization amount demanded of him, albeit with some         

delay. The appellant cannot raise a contest about a closed          

matter at so late a stage.  

b. The behaviour of the appellant never revealed his objection to          

the detection of additional load consequent to the inspection         

done 17-11-2008. Within about 10 days from the date of          

inspection, the respondent ADE, Operation issued a notice to         

the appellant to regularize his additional load by paying the          

required amounts as demanded therein. The appellant paid the         

same with some delay. No material was produced before this          

authority to show that the appellant contested this notice         

issued by the respondent ADE, Operation. Instead, the amounts         

demanded therein were paid. As the amounts demanded were         

paid, the additional load came to be regularized from the date           

of inspection. So, the appellant cannot question the        

regularization of additional load now, having accepted the        

regularization already in the past.  
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c. In view of the latches and the above mentioned behaviour of           

the appellant, the further contest being made about the         

regularization as not having been done by the respondents is          

not being gone into at this stage. Additional load was detected           

on inspection, a notice for regularizing the additional load was          

given, and the appellant paid the amounts demanded of him for           

regularizing the load. That simply shows that the additional         

load is regularized notwithstanding the absence of any        

consequential procedural aspects being agitated by the       

appellant at this belated stage. Once the bills and records of           

the respondents are reflecting the additional load detected on         

inspection, the additional load is deemed to have been         

regularized.  

 

9. Let us now turn to the contest being raised about the back billing for              

the period 01/2010 to 02/2012 consequent to the pointing out by the internal             

audit. The appellant contends that he does not understand the calculations           

made therein. If the appellant is not able to understand the calculations, the             

respondents can clarify the calculations to him and the respondents are           

bound to do so on being approached by the appellant. The appellant’s            

contention that as his connected load is not more than 75 HP, the back billing               

done by the respondents is not tenable, is not correct. With the            

regularization of the load consequent to the inspection done by 17-11-2008,           

the connected and contracted load has become 87 HP. The appellant’s           

contention that the result of the second inspection that is done at his request              

is not acceptable because he refused to sign the inspection report for the             

reason that the inspecting authority is not having proper equipment that can            
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know the load of the equipment that is connected, is not relevant. First of              

all, there is no need for the respondent officers to conduct another inspection             

at the behest of the appellant. Even if they had done, they had done so only                

to accommodate the persistent demand of the appellant. But then, when           

they did the inspection, the appellant, having found that the inspection has            

not resulted in any different result for him, wanted to spook the inspection by              

refusing to sign on the inspection report by raising a frivolous plea. The             

appellant had not been able to show to this authority that the respondents             

have failed to follow their regular practice of detecting / identifying the            

connected load. The appellant has not been able to show to this authority             

that a particular equipment that otherwise has to be necessarily used to            

detect the rating of the connected load has not been used by the respondents              

during the inspection. In view of this, the appellant cannot question the            

finding of the respondents that the connected load is 81.5 HP + 400 W at the                

time of second inspection. In any case, the second inspection itself is            

unnecessary. 

 

10. During the course of the hearings, the appellant’s authorized         

representative tried his best to argue that there is no provision in the rules              

and regulations that authorizes the respondents to demand back billing          

charges from 01/2010 to 02/2012. This is not acceptable. The respondent           

DISCOM can always collect its dues -- even if they have not raised a specific               

demand for them -- before the expiry of two years from the day on which               

they became due. This will be clear from a reading of section 56(2) of the               

Electricity Act, which is reproduced below: 
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11. Thinking that there is no provision which authorizes the collection of           

dues for the services rendered is preposterous. The above provision makes it            

clear that the DISCOM is always at liberty to raise a demand before the expiry               

of two years (from the day on which the amount became due) for collecting              

any amount that is due for the services rendered by it. The respondent             

DISCOM cannot go beyond a period of two years to collect such sums. So,              

while raising the back billing demand in February, 2012 it cannot raise            

demand for period which is more than 24 months prior to February, 2012.  

 

12. The next contention that the appellant laboured on was that his           

consumption had never exceeded the 75 HP during the period of 01/2010 to             

02/2012. The respondents submitted copies of the statement showing the          

RMD recorded from the appellant’s service connection record. This statement          

has not been contested by the appellant. It shows clearly that in the month              

of January, 2012 the appellant’s consumption was 58 kVA, which is equivalent            

to 77.74 HP (58 / 0.746).  

 

13. The contention of the appellant that his service cannot be treated as            

an HT connection and hence he cannot be charged HT rates is not entirely              

correct. There is no doubt that his service cannot be treated as an HT              

connection. HT category being a separate category, a service connection has           

to be specifically classified as such, by following the due process of            

recategorization, before it can be called an HT service connection. His           

service connection has been released as an LT III connection on 15-04-1985            
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and has, undisputedly, remained so, since the date of release. The           

classification of LT III services into LT III (A) and LT III (B) came into effect                

w.e.f the tariff order for 1999-2000. Therefore, the respondents have been           

billing him under LT III (A) and the appellant also has never raised a contest               

about it. A perusal of the definition of LT III (A) and LT III(B) categories is                

pertinent here. The categorization extracted from the tariff order for          

2009-10 is reproduced below (emphasis supplied): 
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14. A reading of the above categorization reveals that LT III (A) is only for              

those of the consumers whose contracted demand is below 75 HP. The            

moment a consumer’s demand crosses 75 HP, such a consumer is to be             

categorized under HT category unless his unit is a duly registered SSI unit and              

he opts to choose supply under LT III(B) category. In the case of the              

apepllant herein, the moment his connected load is found to have crossed 75             

HP, his service became liable to be charged HT rates as per clause 12.3.3.2 of               

the GTCS.  The relevant clause is extracted below (emphasis supplied): 
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15. Sub clause (ii) in the above extracted clause enables the DISCOM to            

keep the category of supply at LT while charging him HT rates. Whether or              

not the consumer wants to change his category in such cases is left to the               

option of the consumer. If the DISCOM wants to change the category of the              

consumer, it has to follow the due process as laid down on clause 3.4.1 of the                

GTCS. Fighting as he is, against the HT rate being applied, the appellant             

herein could not have opted for a change in category to HT. Therefore, the              

DISCOM is correct in applying the HT rates while still keeping the consumer             

under LT III category. The very fact that the consumer appellant’s category            

has not been changed to HT subsequent to the introduction of LT III (B) itself               

shows that the consumer appellant had intended to continue under LT III.            

The only category under which he could find himself under LT III is LT III (A)                
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as long as his connected load remained under 75 HP. The moment, his             

connected load has been found to have exceeded 75 HP on 17-11-2008, he             

became liable for HT rates by virtue of clause 12.3.3.2 of the GTCS extracted              

above. Therefore, the internal audit was correct in raising an objection that            

the consumer has to be billed HT rates. The consequential action initiated by             

the respondent officers also is correct. The only thing that needs to be noted              

is that the back billing demand cannot be raised for a period which is more               

than 24 months prior to 2/2012, in view of section 56(2) of the Electricity Act.               

Hence, the first issue raised is answered partly against the consumer and            

partly against the DISCOM in so far as the back billing cannot be done for a                

period which is in excess of 24 months prior to 02/2012.  

 

16. Some other contentions raised by the appellant that deserve         

examination are discussed herein. The appellant took an objection to the           

inspection report not being in proper format. In view of the fact that the              

second inspection itself was unnecessary and nothing adverse was done          

consequent to the second inspection, this objection pales into insignificance.          

So would be fate about the inspection report not being signed by or served on               

the consumer. The consumer’s contention that at no point in time, has his             

consumption suggested a connected load of more than 75 HP is also not             

correct. The recorded MD showed at least on one occasion that it was more              

than 75 HP. Moreover, it is not some indirect suggestion that should lead the              

DISCOM to bill a consumer. It is the actual connected load that matters --              

whether or not the load is used in full ever or in part or alternating with each                 

other. The mere fact that the load is connected in the premises is enough for               

a DISCOM to treat it as connected load. The consumer’s contention that his             

service is treated as HT connection by the respondents also is not correct.             
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Clause 12.3.3.2 discussed above, enables the DISCOM to charge HT rates to            

the consumer while still keeping him under LT III category. The respondents            

are correct in keeping on issuing bills under LT III category to the consumer              

and in so doing, they are certainly not going against the principles of natural              

justice at all. If they ever want to issue bills under a different category, they               

ought to follow the procedure laid down in clause 3.4.1 of the GTCS. Section              

56(2) of the Electricity Act enables the respondents to collect dues which are             

otherwise not mentioned by them in the bills, subject to a maximum period             

of 24 months. The respondents have afforded the appellant a reasonable           

opportunity of being heard, in issuing the notice for payment and in giving             

them the opportunity of appeal. Hence the contention that he was not            

afforded opportunity to explain his version of the story is incorrect.  

 

17. Let us now turn to the second issue -- whether or not the CGRF’s order               

is liable to be set aside in this case. The appellant assailed the CGRF’s action               

of not giving him an opportunity of being heard after the respondents were             

given a chance to state their version. An examination of the order issued by              

the CGRF does not show that an opportunity of hearing both the sides was              

given. This authority is constrained to observe that principles of natural           

justice demand that the following procedure should be followed by the CGRF            

in disposing of a complaint before it: 

 

a. On receipt of a complaint, a copy of the complaint should be            

forwarded to the respondents.  

b. The respondents should be directed to submit their written         

submissions, if any, duly marking a copy to the complainants; 

c. An opportunity of personal hearing should be given to both the           
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sides so that they present their version on the complaint. Such           

a hearing should be conducted in the presence of both the           

parties. 

d. If any additional material is relied upon by either of the sides,            

it should be ensured that the other side is furnished a copy of             

the same so that its views can be elicited.  

e. Then, after duly taking cognizance of the material that is          

presented thus and after a fair hearing of both the sides, the            

CGRF ought to give its order. 

 

18. This procedure has not been followed by the CGRF in this case. This             

alone makes the CGRF’s order liable to be quashed. Further, the appellants            

herein have also assailed the CGRF’s action of not following the due process             

as laid down in Regulation 1 of 2004. Therefore, the order of the CGRF is               

liable to be quashed. But in spite of quashing the order of the CGRF, the               

appellant herein is not having any different end result in view of the findings              

by this authority. 

 

19. Therefore, it is hereby ordered that: 

 

a. the back billing done by the respondents shall be restricted to a            

period of 24 months preceding 02/2012; and  

b. the appellants are liable to pay the back billing amount so           

arrived at by the respondents. 

 

20. This order is corrected and signed on this 18th day of November, 2014.  
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21. A digitally signed copy of this order is made available at           

www.vidyutombudsman.ap.gov.in.  

 
 
 
 

VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 

 

To 

1. Sri. K. Satyanarayana, Proprietor, Vijaya Sudha Crusher, 

H.No.29-36-38, Museum Road, Vijayawada , Krishna District 

2. The Assistant Accounts Officer, ERO, APSPDCL, Ibrahimpatnam, Krishna        

District - 521 456 

3. The Assistant Engineer, Operation, APSPDCL, Ibrahimpatnam - 521 456 

4. The Assistant Divisional Engineer, Operation, APSPDCL, Ibrahimpatnam,       

Krishna District -  521 456 

5. The Divisional Engineer, Operation, Rural, APSPDCL, Vijayawada,       

Krishna District. 

6. The Senior Accounts Officer, Operation, APSPDCL, Near PWD Ground,         

Opp. Rythu Bazar, Vijayawada, Krishna District -  520 002 

  

 

Copy to: 

7. The Chairman, C.G.R.F., APSPDCL,19/13/65/A, Sreenivasapuram, Near      

132 kV Substation, Tiruchanoor Road, Tirupati - 517 503 

8. The Secretary, APERC, 11-4-660, 4th Floor, Singareni Bhavan, Red Hills,          

Hyderabad - 500 004. 
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